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the story of the little-known norwegians who laid the foundations of the united states. the history of the early fjordsmen who led uprisings against norwegian king svein, the loss of land and resources and the winning of independence in 985 a.d. the story of the viking sagas sung around the fire at ystadsbygd at the festival
of solvognen. these stories of freedom have been preserved in a new genre called america's first written history . it is the story of how the norwegian settlers were able to control the land and build a country to stand the test of time. a land where the inspiring leader, olaf was able to unite the people in order to win back
the land he had lost. the pages of this book cover the history of the seven oldest settlements: trondhjem, nidaros, stavanger, bergen, oslo, tromsø and bodø. the book is a mixture of both written down material and folklore. a variety of sources like the written history and the sagas that have been passed down over the

centuries, such as the kamalestad saga, which talks of the great hero in the sagas tromsø and bodø. in this book, you will find stories of courage, treachery, the mysterious and winning stories of the indomitable fjordsmen of the north. stories that will take you on a journey around the world and back again in their quest to
win back land and independence for the american people. for many of the stories in this book, there is no written evidence, but they have been retold and passed down over the centuries. 5ec8ef588b
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